Yesterday, when the other post was posted on defense, Azazel mentioned that we will be taking a short timeout from cursing. It will be short, so make it worth it.

Apparently the enemy has failed, at least for the time being, on the Jew World Order agenda with the "Co-Vid", but this doesn't mean they will not attempt further implementations in the closeby future. The enemy, as everyone here knows, never stops. They will keep trying so long that they exist.

Yet, we have managed to shatter their control heavily, and this gives us and the world some breathing room.

An SS brother sent me this:


"Pope Francis led the faithful in the recitation of the Holy Rosary on Saturday to inaugurate a “Marathon of Prayer” for an end to the Covid-19 pandemic.

In a press release announcing the initiative, the Pontifical Council for the Promotion of the New Evangelization explains that “in response to the Holy Father’s heartfelt wish, the month of May will be dedicated to a ‘marathon’ of prayer, to ask for the end of the pandemic, which has afflicted the world for more than a year now, and to ask for the resumption of social and work activities”.

Let us say, the jews, migrant feet kissing turd, will definitely want to "end the covid pandemic"...But in THEIR way. They have been incapable of enforcing an end to it, nor they have made the anticipated progress in all the areas planned in the beginning.

Long story short, after they are "done" with this energy raising, we are going to get in and erase everything. Yet as they usually do these things, these involve attacks and wearing down their enemies first, for which we have to stand strong as rock and to not get affected.

Now of course, the same pope that kisses migrant feet, and is the incarnation of
the agenda of the Jews, wants to "save everyone from the Co-Vid pandemic". THEIR WAY, or the highway of course.

Sort of like they want to fix their supposed "Demographic problem" in Europe, but THEIR WAY: open the fucking gates and bring anything in Europe, to create Kalergi 80 IQ penile servants, that you will later also microchip for full predictability. Oy vey, problem solved!

Clearly, they saw how many numbers they are losing, and how damaged they are, above and below, and they considered it’s high time to do something "The masses like" in hopes to supposedly pretend they are siding with them. Their agenda got exposed x100 times during their criminal actions over the so-called pandemic, and their dreams of decay were revealed to this world.

Given the enemy also has insight to the people accepting or rejecting this, they now want to take a step back to supposedly save everyone from this. They were the ones who made this a big deal in the first place, and the reasons why? Jews, Israel, lies, kosher NWO propaganda, and all sorts of other shit opportunities they think they had during this time.

It is not for certain yet if we will have to go through this negative chapter in history before they are crashed completely, but what is for certain, is that they will keep trying again and again, with different methods. And they will be stopped from now on, everytime.

What they wanted clearly, was forced vaccination, rape of privacy and any form of personal identity, breaking every bond between humans, and a permanent gulag over the Co-Vid. In the meantime, all their agendas of massive hijacking of Europe and US uncontrollable influx, and everything else, it keeps going. They exposed their agenda really well and clearly.

Those who have been following things for years on the conspiracy space, you know, that 2021 and 2020 were fundamental years for the enemy. Another SS recently related that Jewtube now asks of you for literal IDENTIFICATION in order to watch videos for people above 18. They clearly are crying for more and more control, because they know the internet ruined them this time.

They know that people on Youtube, "Conspiracy theorists" and others, got the facts out. Then, it was too late for them to stop anyone. They destroyed journalists, paid endless borrowed billions (that the masses will pay for) for kosher lying promotion, and so on, and still, nobody ended up buying their shit but a small segment of the population.
Even then, we might be talking of resistance and waking rates to governmental abuse, upwards to something like 30% or 40%, in other places, more than 50%. In most European countries, they had half or no victory.

Let us say that certainly this performance is entirely displeasing to those heading the enemy, as it would be terribly displeasing to everyone trying to organize such an elaborate plan and failing at it.

They have failed miserably at that, against a disorganized and "stupid" (according to their jewish ego) mass of "Goyim". I am sure some top Rabbis in Israel are really angry with the poor performance of some failed politicians like Macron, or how south the situation went with Trump, Media and so on. They must really know now, the "Devil" is upon them. And this is only the beginning for them.

All of this should tell everyone, not before long, there may be round two. Now, boxers are sitting on the sides drinking water, but the matches that will come will be decisive. Up up your defenses, and be prepared.

As stated, focus strongly on defenses, and gather energy through rest for a next big hit. The enemy is at shortage. Christianity in Europe is declining at a rate never seen before, yet at the same time, they inject all sorts of fundamentalists from the levant to hope to keep the enslavement going.

But it's questionable if even with this, they are going to have any sizable zealot group they can utilize later on. The enemy is definitely really worried and aware of the threats of the future. After all, this is why they are pulling out these cards now, because control is being lost.

Now, be prepared in the next year or so, to see a rampant intensification of empowerment of the low IQ shabbos they import. We are talking George Floyd meme on steroids here. A mass shift towards "Solving inequality", i.e., destroying the strong for the benefit of the weak and stupid, as to increase them in numbers, is going to be central of policies worldwide.

This will come at not only excessive taxation, and rights removal over the excuse of the "weak", but will be a final manifestation of the problem of "Christianity" and its corrupted morality, manifesting, as an illness hits a sick body the hardest on its peak. Of course, all of this about caring for the "weak" will be only the facade.

Out of Biden's trillions printed, only a few billions went to anyone "poor". Recently also they started the news shilling on how Joe Biden is "Old", and therefore "may not be able to run" in 2024. These are the first warnings of the enemy to Biden,
that if he doesn't apply the shit agenda and enforce it as desired, he is going to be going out of the window in the next years.

Going back to the prayer stuff, the last time they did this years ago in September, they were seriously failing on all fronts, as they are failing today. A couple years later, they were exposed worldwide through the internet.

Let's see now what this holds a couple of years from now? One can only imagine.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666